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Parameterize structure so as to create a favorable fitness topography.
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Optimization of colloidal crystalline packings

D. Stucke and V. H. Crespi, Predictions of New Crystalline States 
for Assemblies of Nanoparticles: Perovskite Analogues and 3-D 
Arrays of Self-Assembled Nanowires, Nanoletters 3, 1183 (2003)



Perovskite without the apical oxygen

compounds and fused sphere pairs; fusion of sphere pairs

frustrates phase separation and could force the formation of

novel structures. Specifically, we study ABC, ABC2, AB2C2,

ABC3, ABC4, and fused AB systems, covering the range of

relative RB/RA and RC/RA size ratios from 0.2 to 0.9.

Following, for example, Hachisu and Yoshimura,5 the

candidate structures’ packing fractions were compared to the

maximal packing fraction possible among the appropriate

ratios of known unary and binary sphere crystals (e.g., FCC

! 0.74, NaCl (AB) ! 0.793, CsCl (AB) ! 0.73, AlB2 (AB2)

! 0.78) in the applicable size regimes for each structure.

In all cases except ABC we find new structures that are

higher in packing density than the competing phase-separated

systems. Due to computational constraints, for the ternary

systems we study a single formula unit per unit cell; for the

fused dimer case we study both one- and two-formula units.

Because structures of higher packing efficiency could exist

with more formula units per cell, the results here provide a

lower bound on the range of (RB/RA, RC/RA) phase space in

which novel crystals could be found.

The ABC2/3/4 stoichiometries form a closely related family

of layered tetragonal or orthorhombic structures. In the

archetypal ABC2, the largest (A) spheres contact each other

in a two-dimensional square lattice; the medium (B) spheres

then fill the depressions within this layer, while the smallest

(C) spheres fill the gaps between the B spheres; (see Figure

2). For ABC2 the B-C layers have the structure of a Cu-O
perovskite plane and attain a highest packing fraction of 0.78

when Ra ) 1.0, Rb ) 0.72, and Rb ) 0.28. For comparison,

the close-packed packing fraction is 0.74. These optimal sizes

yield a simple commensurability: Ra ) Rb + Rc and the

A-sublattice body diagonal of "3 leaves holes of "3 - 1 !
0.73 to be filled by B spheres. ABC3 and ABC4 differ from

ABC2 in having different arrangements of the C spheres (see

Figure 3). The familial similarities suggest that the overall

A-B framework is rather robust and that a real system may
contain a multiphase mixture of C placements.9 Similar to

the known binary colloidal structures, these ternary systems

tend to build around certain special commensurations

between the constituents.

In contrast, AB2C2 forms distorted triangular-packed layers

of large spheres with the medium and small spheres filling

in the gaps. This structure attains an optimal packing fraction

of 0.77 at Rb/Ra ) 0.24 and Rc/Ra ) 0.16. The proximity of

the A sublattice to close packing explains the wide range

over which this structure has a high packing efficiency (see

Figure 3). Both families of ternary structures exhibit layering,

which may facilitate applications that require the isolation

of distinct subunits, such as self-assembled circuits or

waveguides.10 The contour plots are very smooth. Although

each point on this surface results from an independent genetic

search, the packing densities of the resulting optimal

structures form a smooth manifold. Since it is unlikely that

the search would always find the same smooth continuous

family of (nonglobal) local minima, the smoothness of the

contours provides strong heuristic evidence that the algorithm

is finding the global optimum.

The fusion of spheres into nanoparticle “molecules”

frustrates phase separation and provides an interesting

mechanism to induce novel structures. AB stoichiometry

spheres show several well-known phases: around Rb/Ra#
0.22, 0.41, and 0.73 the system prefers the ZnS, NaCl/NiAs,

and CsCl structures, respectively. The range from 0.5 to 0.65

has poor packing efficiency and therefore holds greatest

promise for novel structural accommodations if phase

separation is frustrated by fusion. In this range, we find a

new self-assembled (AB)2 structure wherein the larger spheres

form a staggered but impenetrable layer, with the smaller

spheres tilting cross-wise into paired zigzag wires that run

in well-separated parallel rows. This interesting structure is

Figure 2. Preferred self-assembled ternary structures (two views
of each).

Figure 3. Packing densities of ternary crystals of spherical
nanoparticles. The region within the thick lines has higher packing
efficiency than phase separated competitors.
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A packing fraction similar to perovskite, 
but over a wider range of parameters

compounds and fused sphere pairs; fusion of sphere pairs

frustrates phase separation and could force the formation of

novel structures. Specifically, we study ABC, ABC2, AB2C2,

ABC3, ABC4, and fused AB systems, covering the range of

relative RB/RA and RC/RA size ratios from 0.2 to 0.9.

Following, for example, Hachisu and Yoshimura,5 the

candidate structures’ packing fractions were compared to the

maximal packing fraction possible among the appropriate

ratios of known unary and binary sphere crystals (e.g., FCC

! 0.74, NaCl (AB) ! 0.793, CsCl (AB) ! 0.73, AlB2 (AB2)

! 0.78) in the applicable size regimes for each structure.

In all cases except ABC we find new structures that are

higher in packing density than the competing phase-separated

systems. Due to computational constraints, for the ternary

systems we study a single formula unit per unit cell; for the

fused dimer case we study both one- and two-formula units.

Because structures of higher packing efficiency could exist

with more formula units per cell, the results here provide a

lower bound on the range of (RB/RA, RC/RA) phase space in

which novel crystals could be found.

The ABC2/3/4 stoichiometries form a closely related family

of layered tetragonal or orthorhombic structures. In the

archetypal ABC2, the largest (A) spheres contact each other

in a two-dimensional square lattice; the medium (B) spheres

then fill the depressions within this layer, while the smallest

(C) spheres fill the gaps between the B spheres; (see Figure

2). For ABC2 the B-C layers have the structure of a Cu-O
perovskite plane and attain a highest packing fraction of 0.78

when Ra ) 1.0, Rb ) 0.72, and Rb ) 0.28. For comparison,

the close-packed packing fraction is 0.74. These optimal sizes

yield a simple commensurability: Ra ) Rb + Rc and the

A-sublattice body diagonal of "3 leaves holes of "3 - 1 !
0.73 to be filled by B spheres. ABC3 and ABC4 differ from

ABC2 in having different arrangements of the C spheres (see

Figure 3). The familial similarities suggest that the overall

A-B framework is rather robust and that a real system may
contain a multiphase mixture of C placements.9 Similar to

the known binary colloidal structures, these ternary systems

tend to build around certain special commensurations

between the constituents.

In contrast, AB2C2 forms distorted triangular-packed layers

of large spheres with the medium and small spheres filling

in the gaps. This structure attains an optimal packing fraction

of 0.77 at Rb/Ra ) 0.24 and Rc/Ra ) 0.16. The proximity of

the A sublattice to close packing explains the wide range

over which this structure has a high packing efficiency (see

Figure 3). Both families of ternary structures exhibit layering,

which may facilitate applications that require the isolation

of distinct subunits, such as self-assembled circuits or

waveguides.10 The contour plots are very smooth. Although

each point on this surface results from an independent genetic

search, the packing densities of the resulting optimal

structures form a smooth manifold. Since it is unlikely that

the search would always find the same smooth continuous

family of (nonglobal) local minima, the smoothness of the

contours provides strong heuristic evidence that the algorithm

is finding the global optimum.

The fusion of spheres into nanoparticle “molecules”

frustrates phase separation and provides an interesting

mechanism to induce novel structures. AB stoichiometry

spheres show several well-known phases: around Rb/Ra#
0.22, 0.41, and 0.73 the system prefers the ZnS, NaCl/NiAs,

and CsCl structures, respectively. The range from 0.5 to 0.65

has poor packing efficiency and therefore holds greatest

promise for novel structural accommodations if phase

separation is frustrated by fusion. In this range, we find a

new self-assembled (AB)2 structure wherein the larger spheres

form a staggered but impenetrable layer, with the smaller

spheres tilting cross-wise into paired zigzag wires that run

in well-separated parallel rows. This interesting structure is

Figure 2. Preferred self-assembled ternary structures (two views
of each).

Figure 3. Packing densities of ternary crystals of spherical
nanoparticles. The region within the thick lines has higher packing
efficiency than phase separated competitors.
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A & B are bound into a dimer 
to frustrate phase separation

RA
RB
≈ 0.6

A three-dimensional array of  “A” nanowires: Give nature 
a difficult problem and it finds a creative solution.

(AB)2
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P. Haensel et al. 2007 
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Between pressure ionization and neutron drip: 

Jellium as a condensed matter physicist can only dream...
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 C. J. Horowitz and D. K. Berry, Phys. Rev. C 79, 065803 (2009)
▶  S. Gupta, E. F. Brown, H. Schatz, P. Möller and K-L. Kratz, Astrophys. J. 662, 1188 (2007)

Fraction Z

0.43 34

0.14 33

0.09 30

0.07 28

0.10 26

0.06 24

0.06 22

remainder 8 to 47

Crustal structure & composition:

Simulated accretion 
nucleosynthesis

Molecular dynamics: 
BCC or FCC
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(A uniform electron gas is assumed in the calculation of the kinetic energy.)
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The periodic table is discrete

F(!1, ...!n)Optimize a figure of merit:

!F("1, ..."n)
!#(�r)Guided by a gradient:
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From perturbation theory:

Bao & Dobson, Surv. Math. Ind. 8, 37 (1998); Cox & Dobson, J. Appl. Math. 59, 2108 (1999); Qiu & He, Opt. Soc. Am. B 17, 1027 (2000); Shen, Ye 
& He, PRB 68, 35109 (2003); Chen, Sharkway, Shi & Prather, Opt. Exp. 11, 317 (2003)
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Photonic crystals are continuous
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Optimizing bandgap at fixed dielectric 
contrast on a triangular lattice
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Optimize for a full gap at minimal 
dielectric contrast on a square lattice



+ -
Ionic Covalent Metallic

A chemical bond is defined not only by the atoms doing the 
binding, but also by the background space in which they bind. 

“Frustrated Chemical Bonding”+

-



Upper half-space

Lower half-space

Graphene barrier

Substrate, with hole



Br remains unbound covalently: we are in the 
desired topologically constrained regime.



Is the alkali-halogen interaction fully screened by the 
graphene?

-
Cl

Each adatom sees the effect of the other: graphene is not 
a perfect conductor

ΔE = 0.74 eV 1.85 eV



What about alternative configurations of the halogens?

+
K

-
Cl-

Test the phase diagram...

+
K

-
Cl- Cl2



dispersed alkali

molecular chlorine

-0.4

-0.3

-0.2

-0.1

0.0

-1.16 -1.06

topologically 
frustrated

-0.96 -0.86

K4C32Cl4 KC8Cl2

KC50Cl
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μCl2

(eV)

μK (eV)



Majority spin

Minority spin

Chlorine p

EFermi

-3.0

-2.5

-2.0

Energy
(eV)

Carbon !*

Carbon !

M K ΓΓ

KC50Cl

A self-organized bandstructure



Compare frustrated & unfrustrated salt crystals:

~1 eV EFermi EFermi
many 

eV
Chlorine

Chlorine

Alkali

momentum

momentum



Majority spin

Minority spin

Chlorine p

EFermi

-3.0

-2.5

-2.0

Energy
(eV)

Carbon !*

Carbon !

M K ΓΓ

Optimize the Cl position...

• Huge electron-
phonon coupling

• Superconductor?

• Catalyst?

• Correlated states?



BN

4.3 eV

B25(KCl)N25 B16(KCl)N16 B9(KCl)N9

3.4 eV 3.1 eV 2.1 eV

← boron nitride barrier



(2x2, 2!2) (6x6, 2!2)

(6x6, 6!6)(2x2, 6!6)
(∞x∞, 
6!6)

(2x2, ∞x∞) (6x6, ∞x∞)
(∞x∞, 
∞x∞)

(∞x∞
, 2!2)

Non-interacting

μK

μK

The same thing (K) on both sides...

μK

μK

(2x2, ∞x∞)
(6x6, ∞x∞)

(2x2, 6!6) ↓

(2x2, 2!2)

←(6x6, 2!2)

(∞x∞, 2!2)

(∞x∞, 6!6)

(∞x∞, ∞!∞)→

←(6x6, 6!6)

...non-monotonic !(µ), spontaneous symmetry breaking



Computational Experiment

Artificial Spin Ice



Experimental computation

Artificial Spin Ice



Magnetic islands small enough to be single-domain, 
arrayed on a lattice: an experimental Ising model 
with all degrees of freedom exposed.

R. Wang, C. Nisoli, R. S. Freitas, J. Li, W. McConville, B. Cooley, M. S. Lund, N. 
Samarth, C. Leighton, V. H. Crespi & P. Schiffer, Nature 439, 303 (2006)

http://www.phys.psu.edu/people/display/index.html?person_id=4255
http://www.phys.psu.edu/people/display/index.html?person_id=4255
http://www.phys.psu.edu/people/display/index.html?person_id=5029
http://www.phys.psu.edu/people/display/index.html?person_id=5029
http://www.phys.psu.edu/people/display/index.html?person_id=1846
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http://www.phys.psu.edu/people/display/index.html?person_id=46
http://www.phys.psu.edu/people/display/index.html?person_id=46
http://www.phys.psu.edu/people/display/index.html?person_id=202
http://www.phys.psu.edu/people/display/index.html?person_id=202
http://www.phys.psu.edu/people/display/index.html?person_id=203
http://www.phys.psu.edu/people/display/index.html?person_id=203
http://www.nature.com/nature/
http://www.nature.com/nature/


“Anneal” the system with a rotating, shrinking external 
magnetic field.



Entropy as information

−
N�

i=1

pi log pi

−
N�

i=1

1
N log 1

N

= − log 1
N = log N

The entropy of the initial macrostate is the information 
gained in learning the actual microstate.



Reveal our microstate bit by bit...

The entropy per island is one third of the information 
gained by learning the states of these three sites.



S(Λ ∪ Γ) = S(Λ|Γ) + S(Γ)

The total entropy can be built up as a summation of 
conditional entropies

3s S

3s = S (6)



field step size (Oe)

bits/spin

ideal ice

measure entropy without measuring 
heat: extract it as if from a simulation 

where every degree of freedom is visible

Lammert et al, Nature Physics, (2010)



ground state

manifold of low-lying 
metastable states
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minimize the mutual 
information between a 
system and its environment



“system/organism” “environment”

Jinternal Jenvironment

Jinteraction
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FM AFM FMFM

The system has to “spend” a bit to encode its environment.
FM

lizard desert
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Information content of manifold of low-lying metastable 
states of a “Hubbard model” of chemistry



“Here are some atoms. 
Do something 
interesting and 

plausible.”
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